
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY OF MALAYSIA

6 days ago Malaysia, country of Southeast Asia, lying just north of the Equator, that is composed of two noncontiguous
regions: Peninsular Malaysia (Semenanjung Malaysia), also called West Malaysia (Malaysia Barat), which is on the
Malay Peninsula, and East Malaysia (Malaysia Timur), which.

A distinctive feature of the industry was that the technology of extracting the rubber latex from the trees called
tapping by an incision with a special knife, and its manufacture into various grades of sheet known as raw or
plantation rubber, was easily adopted by a wide range of producers. His rule witnessed enormous economic
growth, but was also characterized by repression and human rights abuses. For days, rescue crews searched for
the plane and investigators hunted for clues about what happened. China , and later to the West after when
Britain moved toward a policy of free trade. Use the markers on the left to zoom in or out of the city map. As
in Malaya, the labor force came largely from immigrants from China and to a lesser extent Java. The April
invasion by more than Filipinos seemed to take both the Philippines and Malaysia by surprise. Difficulties
with flooding limited the depth of mining; furthermore their activity was seasonal. Every now and then
Malaysia is hit hard by flooding because of heavy downpour due to the monsoon season. Kuala Lumpur
occasionally has to deal with flooding; but after the construction of the huge SMART tunnel with the option to
handle excess water problems due to flooding were much less. As expanding British power brought stability to
the region, Chinese migrants started to arrive in large numbers with Singapore quickly becoming the major
point of entry. The search for the plane continued throughout and  Finally, on March 24, Malaysia's Prime
Minister Najib Razak announced that satellite data confirmed that the plane went down in the southern Indian
Ocean, a remote location far off course. History The ancestors of the people that now inhabit the Malaysian
peninsula first migrated to the area between and B. Crops such as pepper, gambier, tapioca, sugar and coffee
were produced for export to markets in Asia e. In this situation lay the seeds of growing discontent among
bumiputera that they were losing their ancestral inheritance land and becoming economically marginalized.
Mount Kinabalu, at 4, Since relatively little processing was done on the former prior to export, most of the
value-added component in the final product accrued to foreign manufacturers, e. By the country had largely
met the criteria for a Newly-Industrialized Country NIC status 30 percent of exports to consist of
manufactured goods. Trade soared, with Singapore's population growing from only 5, in to nearly , in just 50
years. The highlands are cooler and wetter, and display a greater temperature variation. British estates
depended mainly on migrants from India, brought in under government auspices with fares paid and
accommodation provided. In the s the British government organized the transport of specimens of the tree
Hevea Brasiliensis from Brazil to colonies in the East, notably Ceylon and Singapore. At about the same time,
rubber trees were introduced from Brazil. Earthquakes, volcanoes and flooding in Malaysia There are no
active volcanoes in Malaysia. The indigenous people also engaged in commercial production rice, tin , but
remained basically within a subsistence economy and were reluctant to offer themselves as permanent wage
labor. Malaysia is mostly flat, with many mountain ranges but modest in elevation scattered in its territory.
The national park Taman Negara contains one of the world's oldest primary rainforest. Some became
domiciled in ports such as Melaka [formerly Malacca], the location of one of the earliest local sultanates c.
The flow of immigration was directly related to economic conditions in Malaysia. Bordering the mountainous
core are the coastal lowlands, 10 to 50 miles 15 to 80 km wide along the west coast of the peninsula but
narrower and discontinuous along the east coast. The Transition to Capitalist Production The nineteenth
century witnessed an enormous expansion in world trade which, between and , grew on average at percent a
year compared to 1 percent in the preceding hundred years.


